between ].J-spin and e-direction,·and a is anasymmetry parameter--a + ;· 2 fuction of e-energy--whose average over·energy is 1 
3.
The weak interaction thus provides experimenters with a source of highly polarized Dirac particles and a convenient way to detect their polarization. Such structureless, singly charged particles are especially ~ttractive as 3 probes·of matter.
A typical experimental technique 4 is to stop a beam of polarized muons in a target, starting a "clock" as a muon enters through scintillation counters, and stopping the "clock" when a decay electron (positron) is counted in a second scintillator array. When a magnetic fieid is applied transverse to the muon polarization, the spin of the + muon will precess at its Larmor frequency, causing the e-detection probability to become an oscillatory function of time as the muon spin + sweeps past the e-telescope. The histogram of measured times, an example of which-is shown in Fig. 1 , is generally fitted to the form 1 (1) where N is a normalization factor, T is the free muon lifetime ( nuc e , prov1 1ng 1n ormat1on on wea processes as we as nuc ear 6 .· structure; the asymmetry A and the phase + dete~mine the magnitude and direction of the apparent initial muon polarization, variations in 'vhich 7 8 can be interpreted in terms of_chernical processes involving muons; ' the precession frequency w~ and the relaxation rate l/T 2 are most interesting for the study of solids, since they give a direct quantitative 2 measure of the local field B at the site of the muon, and its inhomogeneity Once thermalized in condensed matter, the positive muon behaves as if it were a light-proton (m /m = 8.9); thus in most crystals p 11 it can be expected to take up an interstitial position. It then experiences a local field which has the following contributions: (3) where Bext is the applied field, Bdm is the sample demagnetizing field; B 1 is the field due to induced magnetic charges on an imaginary spherical "Lorentz cavity" centered about the 11+ site, Bd. is the field due to the. 1p local dipole moments within the Lorentz sphere, and Bhf is a contribution due to contact interactions with polarized electrons. 
c. ~+SR in Iron
Unlike Ni, Fe has two electrostatically identical but magnetically different interstitial face-centered sites. One has a Bd. contribution of 1p + 18,800 G, while the other has Bd. = -9400 G and occurs twice as often. ' ' 1p
Thus at high temperatures the~+ diffuses between sites fast enough for Bdip to average to zero, but at low temperature this "motional narrowing" effect is absent and the~+ is, rapidly depolarized.
14 Preliminary attempts to This splitting frequency (2n) was measured and used with Eq. (6) to
extract t e 1.yper 1ne requency or eep-onor u 1n s 1con. A similar 
+
Whether this signal is due to substitutional lJ , Mu-(where the two electrons pair up to make a diamagnetic system), or some diamagnetic 0'
.or £) 0 0 bound state of a ~+ with lattice defects (perh~ps created in its stopping)
is not known. However,. the ll + precession signal· in p..,.type Si at 77°K
and 4400 G appears to have two components: one long-lived (the same as is usually observed) and one which dies out within ~ 30 nsec. These two components must be distinct products of the thermalization process, as explained below.
G. Population of States in Semiconductors
All the precession signals mentioned above are present simultaneously in the Si spectrum shown in are due to arbitrary data cutoff at 2.9 ~sec; the peak at about 2 MHz is from muons stopped in the cryostat walls, etc., which precess in the external field; the peak at 19.2 MHz is a characteristic "noise" peak due to the rf structure of the 184 in. Cyclotro_n beam, which "leaks" into the data through the supposedly time-independent accidental background. The peak at 20.05 MHz is from ~+precession in the internal field B~ in Ni. 
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